Abstract-We introduce a new algorithm for real-time interactive motion control and demonstrate its application to motion captured data, prerecorded videos, and HCI. Firstly, a data set of frames are projected into a lower dimensional space. An appearance model is learnt using a multivariate probability distribution. A novel approach to determining transition points is presented based on k-medoids, whereby appropriate points of intersection in the motion trajectory are derived as cluster centers. These points are used to segment the data into smaller subsequences. A transition matrix combined with a kernel density estimation is used to determine suitable transitions between the subsequences to develop novel motion. To facilitate real-time interactive control, conditional probabilities are used to derive motion given user commands. The user commands can come from any modality including auditory, touch, and gesture. The system is also extended to HCI using audio signals of speech in a conversation to trigger nonverbal responses from a synthetic listener in real-time. We demonstrate the flexibility of the model by presenting results ranging from data sets composed of vectorized images, 2-D, and 3-D point representations. Results show real-time interaction and plausible motion generation between different types of movement.
I. INTRODUCTION

M
OTION synthesis has extensive applications and has been a challenging topic of research for many years. The human visual system has the ability to efficiently and easily recognize characteristic motion, especially human movement. As a consequence, in order to generate animations that look realistic, it is necessary to develop methods to capture, maintain, and synthesize intrinsic style to give authentic realism to motion data. Likewise, when filming a movie, certain elements in a video scene, such as the movement of trees blowing in the wind, do not perform on cue. It may not always be cost effective, safe, or even possible to control the surroundings to match the director's intentions. These issues are addressed in this paper. By modeling the motion as a pose space probability density function (PDF) and using a Markov transition matrix to apply additional constraints to the motion dynamics, a Motion Model is developed that can synthesize novel sequences in real time while retaining the natural variances inherit to the original data. Additionally, by learning the mapping between motion subspaces and external stimulus, the user can drive the motion at an intuitive level, giving the user real-time interactive Multimodal Control of the creation of novel sequences. The external stimulus could come from any modality and we demonstrate the use of auditory, touch, and gesture within this work. Combining the real-time Motion Model with interactive Multimodal Control, we get the Multimodal Interactive Motion Controller (MIMiC), giving a user multimodal control of motion data of various formats. Fig. 1 shows the example applications. Fig. 1(a) shows six different types of motion captured walks. Using MIMiC, we are able to generate novel movement and transitions between different types of cyclic motion such as running and skipping. Fig. 1(b) shows example frames from video sequences of a candle flame and plasma ball used as video textures. Here, the purpose of MIMiC is to control the direction in which the flame and beam move in real time, while generating a novel animation with plausible transitions between different types of movement. Fig. 1(c) shows a 2-D tracked contour of a face generated from a video sequence of a person listening to a speaker. Mapping the audio features of the speaker to the 2-D face, we generate appropriate nonverbal responses triggered by audio input.
The paper is divided into the following sections. Section II briefly details related works in the field of motion texture synthesis and HCI. Section III presents an overview of the MIMiC system. Sections IV and V detail the techniques used in data representation and dimension reduction, respectively. Sections VI and VII describe the process of learning the motion model and synthesizing novel motion sequences. Section VIII presents the interactive multimodal controller, and the remainder of the paper describes the results and conclusions.
II. RELATED WORK
Synthesis has extensive applications in graphics and computer vision, and can be categorized into three groups: texture synthesis of discrete images, temporal texture synthesis in videos, and motion synthesis in motion captured data. Early approaches to texture synthesis were based on parametric [1] , [2] and nonparametric [3] , [4] methods, which create novel textures from example inputs. Kwatra et al. [5] generate perceptually similar patterns from a small training data set, using a graph cut technique based on Markov random fields (MRF). Approaches to static texture synthesis have paved the way for temporal texture synthesis methods, often used in the movie and gaming industries for animating photo-realistic characters and editing video scenery. An example is presented by Bhat et al. [6] who used texture particles to capture dynamics and texture variation traveling along user-defined flow lines. This was used to edit dynamic textures in video scenery.
In some cases, techniques used for the synthesis of motion captured data are similar to the techniques used for temporal texture synthesis of videos. By substituting pixel intensities (or other texture features) with marker coordinates, and applying motion constraints suited to the desired output, a similar framework can be extended to both domains.
A number of researchers have used statistical models to learn generalized motion characteristics for the synthesis of novel motion. Troje [7] used simple sine functions to model walking and running motions. Pullen and Bregler [8] used a kernel-based probability distribution to extract a "motion texture" (i.e., the personality and realism, from the motion capture data) to synthesize novel motion with the same style and realism of the original data. Okwechime and Bowden [9] extended this work using a multivariate probability distribution to blend between different types of cyclic motion to create novel movement. Wang et al. [10] proposed a nonparametric dynamical system based on a Gaussian processes latent variable model, which learns a representation for a nonlinear system. All these systems use a generalization of the motion rather than the original data, and cannot guarantee that the synthesized motion is physically realistic or looks natural.
Motion synthesis using example-based methods, i.e., retaining the original motion data to use in synthesis, provides an attractive alternative as there is no loss of detail from the original data. Tanco and Hilton [11] presented a two-level statistical model, based on a Markov chain and a hidden Markov model, for modeling skeletal motion captured data, that derive optimal sequences between user-defined key-frames. Representing motion transitions using a motion graph [12] - [15] , originally introduced by Kovar et al. [16] , provides additional user-control on positioning, using sequences from the original data and automatically generated transitions to perform an optimal graph walk that satisfies user-defined constraints. Our method expands on this, using a pose space PDF to derive the likelihood of a pose given the data, ensuring better quality transitions. Also, these methods are tailored to motion captured data, whereas our motion model is generic to data formats, applicable to both motion capture and dynamic textures in video.
Arikan et al. [17] allow users to synthesize motion by creating a timeline with annotated instructions such as walk, run, or jump. Treuille et al. [18] developed a system that synthesizes kinematic controllers which blend subsequences of precaptured motion clips to achieve a desired animation in real time. The limitation to this approach is it requires manual segmentation of motion subsequences to a rigid design in order to define appropriate transition points. Our system uses an unsupervised k-medoid algorithm to derive appropriate transition points automatically.
Intuitive interfaces to control motion data are difficult because motion data are intrinsically high dimensional and most input devices do not map well into this space. Mouse and keyboard interfaces can only give position and action commands, so an autonomous approach is needed to translate user commands to appropriate behaviors and transitions in modeled motion data. Schödl et al. [19] introduced Video Textures which generates a continuous stream of video images from a small amount of training video. Their system was demonstrated on several examples including a mouse controlled fish, whereby a mouse cursor was used to guide the path of the fish with different velocities. Similarly, Flagg et al. [20] presented Human Video Textures, where, given a video of a martial artist performing various actions, they produce a photo-realistic avatar which can be controlled, akin to a combat game character. Lee et al. [21] used interactive controllers to animate an avatar from human motion captured data. They present three control interfaces: selecting a path from available choices to control the motion of the avatar, manually sketching a path (analogous to Motion Graphs [16] ), and acting out motion in front of a camera for the avatar to perform. Our multimodal controller is demonstrated on a keyboard, mouse interface, and on vision methods, such as performing gestures in front of a camera. We also extend our controller to the audio domain, using audio MFCC features to drive the motion model. Previous approaches to modeling motion driven by audio features have been used for lip-syncing a facial model [22] , [23] , or animating the hand and body gestures of a virtual avatar [24] . In these examples, audio signals are used to animate a speaker or performer. Jebara and Pentland [25] touched on modeling conversational cues and proposed action reaction learning (ARL), a system that generates an animation of appropriate hand and head pose in response to a users hand and head movement in real time. However, this does not incorporate audio. In this paper, we demonstrate the flexibility of the multimodal controller, modeling conversational cues based on audio input. Audio features of the speaker are used to derive appropriate visual responses of the listener in real time from a 2-D face contour modeled with the motion controller. This results in plausible head movement and facial expressions in response to the speaker's audio.
A preliminary version of this work appeared in [26] . This extended manuscript presents the full MIMiC system with additional formalization and adds further evaluation data sets demonstrating the applicability of the approach to the synthesis of Motion capture data, video texture synthesis, and human-computer interaction. Furthermore, we demonstrate a range of input modalities from keyboard and mouse events through to computer vision and speech.
III. OVERVIEW
MIMiC allows a user to reproduce motion in a novel way by specifying, in real time, which type of motion inherent in the original sequence to perform. As shown in Fig. 2 , the system comprises two stages: learning a Motion Model and building a Multimodal Controller.
The process of learning a Motion Model starts with the data, which is the input to the system. The data can be of various formats (see Section IV). Given the data, eigenspace decomposition is used to reduce the dimensionality to a lower dimensional space which we refer to as pose space. Using kernel density estimation, a pose space PDF is learnt. A fast approximation method based on kd-trees is proposed to speed up this estimation process for real-time execution. An unsupervised segmentation method derives cut point clusters, whereby each cluster represents groups of similar frames that can be seamlessly blended together. These cut points are used as transition points, through which the set of consecutive frames between adjoined transition points make up subsequences. A first-order Markov transition matrix is learnt by treating each cut point cluster as a state in a Markov process. Motion is generated as high likelihood transitions from one subsequence to another based on the pose space PDF and the probability of the given transition determined by the Markov transition matrix.
The second stage is the Multimodal Controller which allows real-time manipulation of the Motion Model based upon an input signal. The controller consists of a projection mapping between the model and input signal, which reweights the pose space PDF to produce the desired movement.
IV. DATA Given a motion sequence , each frame is represented as a vector where and is the number of frames.
Various motions can be modeled by the system. We demonstrate 3-D motion, 2-D tracked points, and rgb pixel intensities in four examples:
• 
V. DIMENSION REDUCTION
To reduce the complexity of building a generative model of motion, principal component analysis (PCA) [27] , [28] is used for dimensionality reduction. Since the dimensionality of the resulting space does not necessarily reflect the true dimensionality of the subspace the data occupies, only a subset of the eigenvectors are required to accurately model the motion.
The dimension of the feature space is reduced by projecting into the eigenspace (1) where is the projection onto the eigenspace , are the eigenvectors, the eigenvalues, is the sample mean , and is the chosen lower dimension such that or 95% of the energy is retained. is defined as a set of all points in the dimensionally reduced data where and . This results in a -dimensional representation of each frame in the sequence. This representation reduces the computational and storage complexity of the data while still retaining the time varying relationships between each frame. Fig. 3 (a) row shows plots of the different data sets projected onto the first two eigenvectors. They produce a nonlinear but continuous subspace characteristic of continuous motion, showing that the projection retains the nonlinearity of the movement.
VI. POSE SPACE PDF
Conventional motion graph synthesis traverses the graph, connecting motion segments based on user specified constraints such as position, orientation, and timing [12] - [16] . Little interest is given to how common or likely the connecting nodes are given the data set. Better quality transitions can be produced by computing the likelihood of a pose or frame as an additional parameterized weight. Hence, a dynamic model is learnt to derive the likelihood of pose and motion in eigenspace based on the respective data set.
A statistical model of the constraints and dynamics present within the data can be created using a PDF. A PDF of appearance is created using kernel estimation where each kernel is effectively a Gaussian centred on a data example . Since we want our probability distribution to represent the dimensionally reduced data set as noted in Section V, the likelihood of a pose in pose space is modeled as a mixture of Gaussians using multivariate normal distributions. We will refer to this Gaussian mixture model as the pose space PDF: (2) where the covariance of the Gaussian is Fig. 3(b) row shows a plot of such a distribution for each data set with the first mode plotted against the second mode.
The width of the Gaussian in the th dimension is set to . If , i.e., the variance is set to 0, the synthesis will not generalize and simply replay the original data. If is too high, there is no constraint upon pose and the resulting animation will be destroyed. As the eigenvalues are based on the variance of the overall data set, this allows the PDF to scale appropriately to the data. Therefore, we chose experimentally to provide a good trade off between accurate representation and generalization, but it is important to note that this parameter remains fixed for all data sets. For all experiments, .
A. Fast Gaussian Approximation
As can be seen from (2), the computation required for the probability density estimation is high since it requires an exhaustive calculation from the entire set of data examples. This would be too slow for a real time implementation. The more samples used, the slower the computation, however, the more accurate the density estimation. As a result, a fast approximation method based on kd-trees [29] is used to reduce the estimation time without sacrificing accuracy.
Instead of computing kernel estimations based on all data points, with the kd-tree, we can localize our query to neighboring kernels, assuming the kernel estimations outside a local region contribute nominally to the local density estimation. We are now able to specify nearest neighbors to represent the model, where . This significantly reduces the amount of computation required.
Equation (2) is simplified to (4) where , and is a set containing the nearest neighboring kernels to found efficiently with the kd-tree.
VII. DYNAMIC MODEL
By learning a PDF, the data are represented in a generalized form which is analogous to a generative model. Using this form on its own, it is possible to generate novel motion, using pre-computed motion derivatives, combined with a gradient decent for optimization. However, such a model runs the risk of smoothing out subtle motion details, and is only suited for simple motion. To overcome these limitations, we segment the original data into shorter subsequences, and combine the PDF with a Markov Transition Matrix to determine the likelihood of transitioning to a subsequence given a pose configuration. This allows motion generation based on the original data, retaining subtle but important motion information. It also allows our motion model to work with non-periodic motion data.
The reminder of this section is divided into four parts. First, we describe our unsupervised segmentation approach. In the following three sections, we explain our Markov Transition Matrix, how we generate novel motion sequences, and our dynamic programming method for forward planning.
A. Unsupervised Motion Segmentation
Similar to most work on motion synthesis, the motion data needs to be analyzed to compute some measure of similarity between frames and derive points of intersection within the data. These points are used to segment the motion data into several short subsequences, where a single subsequence is represented as a set of consecutive frames between a start and end transition point. The idea is to connect various subsequences together to create a plausible novel sequence.
The common approach is to compute the L2 distance over a window of frames in time and use a user defined threshold to derive points of intersection within the data to use as transition points [12] , [13] , [16] , [19] , [20] . This approach works well; however, for large data sets, it can be tedious to compute the distance between every frame. Balci et al. [14] proposed an iterative clustering procedure based on k-means to define clusters of poses suitable for transitions. However, k-means produces cluster centres not embedded in the data which can result in noise and outliers. Instead, we adopt a k-medoid cluster algorithm to define k-medoid points, where . Each k-medoid point is defined as the local median in regions of high density, and can be used to define regions where appropriate transitions are possible. By only computing the L2 distance at these points, we reduce the amount of computation required to define candidate transitions, focusing attention on regions where transitions are most likely. Fig. 4 shows an example of the process. Given a motion sample, shown by the two dimensional motion trajectory in Fig. 4(a) , a k-medoid clustering algorithm is used to find k-medoid points. We define each k-medoid point as given by the k-medoid method whereby . In Fig. 4(b) , and are shown as the three red crosses which we refer to as , , and . is empirically determined based on the number of clusters that best defines the distribution of poses in pose space. This is demonstrated in Fig. 5 , showing the distributions of varying numbers of k-medoids relative to the data set. Fig. 5(a) and (d) shows a low distribution of 30 and 35 k-medoid points for the candle flame and plasma beam data set, respectively. Though the most densely populated areas have sufficient distribution of k-medoids points, the less densely populated areas do not. As a result, is increased until a satisfactory distribution in pose space has been reached. Shown in Fig. 5(c) and (f), a high distribution of 100 and 65 k-mediods for the candle flame and plasma beam data set, respectively, present a better spread of k-medoids across the respective data sets.
The outcome of varying this parameter is qualitative. is not sensitive to small variations, having a large range over which it makes little difference to animation. However, if is too high, the model will generate unrealistic motion as a result of shorter motion subsequences causing highly frequent and unnatural transitions. If is too low, the subsequences will be too long, reducing the novelty of animation and the model's responsiveness to user commands. Different values of were chosen for the different data sets based on this condition, and are detailed in Section IX.
Using a user defined threshold , the nearest points to each k-medoid points are identified to form clusters of cut points. The cut points are represented by the small green dots in Fig. 4(c) , and the clusters of cut points are represented by the gray circles. The set containing the cut points of the th cluster is defined as , where the number of cut points of the th cluster is denoted as . Threshold provides the user with a tolerance on how close cut points need to be in eigenspace to form a valid transition. It is determined experimentally whereby if it is set too high, it becomes more challenging to produce plausible blends when making transitions, and if too low, potential cut points are ignored and we are limited to points that overlap, which is an unlikely occurrence in a multidimensional space. This is demonstrated in Fig. 6 . The graphs show the L2 distance between a k-mediod point and all points in the data set. There are two examples for the candle flame data set [ Fig. 6 (a) and (b)], and the plasma beam data set [ Fig. 6(c) and (d) ]. The red line across the graph represents the chosen threshold . The value of for each data set (shown in Section IX) where chosen to set an acceptable trade-off between having good transitions (low threshold) and having high connectivity (high threshold).
The cut point clusters consist of discrete frames which are not directly linked; however, smooth transitions can be made between them. Simple blending techniques such as linear interpolation can reliably generate a transition. The simplicity of linear interpolation also allows for quick computation, supporting real-time animation rendering during motion blending. As shown in Fig. 4(d) , the cut points are used to segment the data to smaller subsequences with start and end transition points. Fig. 4 (e) shows a few of the possible transitions between various subsequences in cluster c.
In cases where the recovered cut point clusters in pose space are sparsely populated, they are automatically pruned and removed from the network of clusters.
Shown in Fig. 7 , for simplicity, we define the transitions from the th cluster contents as the triplets , where is a cut point in the th cluster acting as the start transition point, is the end transition point denoting the end of the subsequence between and , where and , and is the index of the cluster to which belongs. In this example, . In most of our data sets, there are variable densities across different motion types. A specific example is the candle flame data set which has a heavy bias towards the stationary flame state due to the quantity of data acquired for each state. This is evident in Fig. 3 on the 7th column. The k-medoid algorithm attempts to find exemplars which cover the entire manifold/subspace of data points. Adding more of the uncommon motion types/animation to the data set is also possible as k-medoid will attempt to evenly partition the entire data set.
B. Markov Transition Matrix
When generating novel motion sequences, we are not only interested in generating the most likely pose but also the mostly probable path leading to it. Given that our eigenspace of data points are finite, a first order Markov Transition Matrix [30] is used to discourage movements that are not inherent in the training data. As an approach formally used with time-homogeneous Markov chains to define transition between states, by treating our clusters of cut points as states, this approach can be used to apply further constraints and increase the accuracy of the transition between sequences. We define as the transition matrix whereby denotes the probability of going from cluster to cluster , and learnt from the training data. We are now able to represent the conditional probability of moving from one cluster to another as where is defined as the index for a cluster/state at time (where is in unit of frames). This transition matrix is constructed using the cut points within the sequence to identify the start and end transitions within the data.
The transition probability acts as a weighting, giving higher likelihood to transitions that occur more frequently in the original data. To account for situations where a transition might have zero probability, a nominal value is added to all elements in the transition matrix before normalization. This allows the transition model to move between states not represented as transitions in the original sequence.
C. Generating Novel Sequences
To generate novel motion sequences the procedure is: 1) Given the current position in pose space , find all adjacent cut point neighbors in as defined in Section VII-A, to represent start transition points. where . 5) Normalize the likelihoods such that . 6) Since a maximum likelihood approach will result in repetitive animations, we randomly select a new start transition point from based upon its likelihood as (6) where is the index of the newly chosen end transition point, , and is a random number between 0 and 1, .
7) If
, use linear interpolation to blend to and reconstruct for rendering (7) 8) All frames associated to the transition sequence between and are reconstructed for rendering as (8) 9) The process then repeats from step (1) where . 
D. Dynamic Programming
In most cases, motion requires sacrificing short term objectives for the longer term goal of producing a smooth and realistic sequence. As a result, dynamic programming is used for forward planning. Formally used in hidden Markov models to determine the most likely sequence of hidden states, it is applied to the pose space PDF to observe the likelihoods for steps in the future.
Rendering speed of approximately 25 frames per second was obtained when using a three-level trellis . is selected as the maximum number of trellis levels that allows real-time computation and animation rendering. For all data sets, resulted in no noticeable improvement in the quality of the synthesized animations, however, greatly reduced rendering speed.
Treating our clusters as states, a trellis is built steps in the future effectively predicting all possible transitions levels ahead. Dynamic programming is then used to find the most probable path for animation. Though it may take slightly longer to generate a desired motion, the overall result is more realistic. With this approach, we can also avoid potential "dead-ends", which limit the types of motions that can be generated by the model.
VIII. MULTIMODAL CONTROLLER
Thus far, the Motion Model randomly generates the mostly likely set of motion sequences given a starting configuration. To allow real-time control, we introduce our Multimodal Controller, which uses a conditional probability to map between input space and pose space. This section describes the Projection Mapping method used in controlling the Motion Model.
A. Projection Mapping
The mapping is used when wanting to enable motion control of the generated motion. Firstly, the input space is quantized into an appropriate number of symbols . These symbols are then associated to a set of training examples , where is the number of training examples associated to the th symbol, and . The quantization process is different for each data set and explained in detail in Section IX. Taking the plasma beam data for example, as shown in Fig. 8 , the input space is the 2-D coordinate-space around the edge of the plasma ball. This space is manually quantized into symbols/sub-regions, relating to the general locations to which the plasma beam can move. boxes (a, b, c, d , e, and f) are cut points used for transitioning from one type of motion to another.
A conditional probability distribution is built using the training data that maps from the input space to pose space. The th input symbol is mapped to the th cut point cluster using (where ), which symbolizes the probability of a cut point in cluster occurring when the user requests the th symbol.
Given that the th symbol captured a set of cut point samples, the mapping is computed as (9) where , , and . This is used at run-time to weight the chosen cut points given a user selected input symbol . As a result, (5) is altered to (10) where if otherwise.
IX. ANIMATION/RESULTS
This section presents the results of the MIMiC system demonstrated in three different data formats: motion capture, video, and conversation.
A. Experiments With Motion Captured Data
Six motion capture sequences were projected down into their combined lower dimensional eigenspace using the approach detailed in Section V. This made up a data set of 2884 frames at a reduced 30 dimensions. The six individual motion sequences were of a "male walk", "female walk", "drunk walk", "skip", "march", and "run". The sequences were captured from the same actor using 36 markers to cover the main joints of the human body. Using our unsupervised segmentation approach, as detailed in Section VII-A, 61 k-medoid points were defined, using to produce 228 subsequences. In the quantization process, as explained in Section VIII-A, , relating to the six different types of walks in the data set. Fig. 9 shows the results of synthesis and blending between the different types of walks. MIMiC is demonstrated by giving a user real-time control over the type of walk to animate. In this example, the user chooses to animate from a female walk to a drunk walk, then to a male walk, march, run, and skip. Frames , , , , , and are cut points used to make smooth transitions from one type of walk to another. As suggested by the dotted red lines, these cut points can be used to transition to walks not demonstrated in this example. To improve blends between transitions of varying speeds, velocity interpolation is used to gradually speed up or slow down motion leading to and from a transition. Supplementary material is available, demonstrating the real-time animation of the generated motion sequence.
B. Experiments With Video Data
Two video sequences were recorded using a webcam. One was of a candle flame and the other of plasma beams from a plasma ball.
The candle flame sequence ( , 15 frames per second) was 3:20 min long containing 3000 frames. The recording was of a candle flame performing three different motions, blowing left, blowing right, and burning in a stationary position. The dimension reduction process, projected the data down to 42 dimensions. Using our unsupervised segmentation approach, 90 k-medoid points were defined, using to produce 309 subsequences.
giving the user control over the three discrete states of the candle flame. As shown in Fig. 10 , using MIMiC, the user can control the three discrete states of the candle flame motion. If the animation is at a blow right state, it has to travel to the stationary state before a blow left state can be reached, expressed by the transition matrix and determined through dynamic programming. Using simple image processing to detect motion, we allow the user to directly interact with the animation by using hand motion to simulate a breeze which effects the direction of the flame in animation. See supplementary material.
The plasma beam sequence was also captured with a webcam ( , 15 frames per second). The recording was 3:19 min long containing 2985 frames. Dimension reduction Fig. 10 . Image showing candle flame synthesis. Using MIMiC, the user is able to control the three discrete states of the candle flame and blend between them. To transition from a flame blow left state to a blow right state, the system will perform a transition to a stationary flame state first resulting in a better looking transition. projected this data set down to 100 dimensions, and the unsupervised segmentation algorithm defined 53 k-medoid points, using to produce 230 subsequences. The plasma beam sequence has more varying movement than the candle flame. It produces motion ranging from multiple random plasma beams to a concentrated beam from a point of contact anywhere around the edge of the ball. As a result, the modeled plasma beam offers more varying degrees of control. We divide the different states of the plasma beam motion round the edges of the plasma ball into eleven discrete states. Using a mouse cursor or touch screen, the user can control the movement of the plasma beam around the edges of the plasma ball, as shown in Fig. 11(a) . Supplementary material is available, demonstrating the real-time rendering of the candle flame and plasma beam motions.
C. Experiments With Conversation Data
Two people conversing with each other were recorded using two Standard Definition (SD) cameras ( , 25 frames per second) and a microphone (48 kHz). They sat face to face at a comfortable distance apart. The frontal view of each face was captured while they conversed for 12 min. One of the subjects was male and the other female. They spoke in fluent English and considered themselves friends. The data were analyzed and one of the subjects was chosen to be the expressive listener while the other was deemed the speaker . Periods when the listener is clearly engaged in listening to the speaker with no co-occurring speech were extracted. This produced ten audio-visual fragments which were combined to produce a total of 2:30 min of data.
The facial features of the listener, including head pose, were tracked using a Linear Predictor tracker [31] . Forty-four 2-D points were used to cover the contour of the face including the eye pupils. When processed, this produced 55 k-medoid points and 146 subsequences using , which we reduced to 50 dimensions using PCA. As shown in Fig. 11(b) , the movements of these 2-D points are dynamically generated from MIMiC in real-time. The audio stimulus uses the conditional probability to derive various visual responses based on its content. The most prominent visual responses are head nods, although other expressions like smiles, eye brow lifts, and blinks are generated when appropriate.
The audio stream is represented using 12 MFCCs and a single energy feature of the standard HTK setup, a configuration commonly used in speech analysis and recognition [32] . The frame rate of 100 frames per second was selected with 50% overlap, i.e., the window size is 20 ms and the step size 10 ms. symbols/classes of the speaker's MFCC is used as the input space. The extraction of these classes is automatic using the k-means algorithm. Here, is chosen experimentally to represent an even distribution of the MFCCs. The conditional probability, as explained in Section VIII-A, is then learnt that maps MFCC input features to pose space to map the audio features to the animation.
For testing, another set of audio sequences were captured from the same speaker in a casual conversation. Fifteen speech fragments were selected from the conversation totalling 2:31 min. Using the projection mapping from audio features to pose space, these speech fragments generated a synthetic listener with plausible visual responses. Supplementary material is available, demonstrating the results.
To validate results, 14 people were asked to listen to the 15 test audio segments and to score between 1 and 10 how well the visual model responded to the audio as a synthetic listener in the conversation. They were unaware that approximately half of the visual responses to the audio segments were playing randomly regardless of the audio input while the other half were generated from the audio input to the model. The results are listed in Table I . We normalized each person's score and took the average for both audio-model generation and random play. As shown in the fourth column of Table I entitled " ", 11 out of 14 generated a score greater than or equal to 1, showing preference to the visual responses generated by the audio input than by the random play. Although the majority could tell the difference, the margins of success are not considerably high producing an average of 0.62. Several assumptions may be drawn from this. As nods are the most effective non-verbal response of an engaged listener, random nods may provide an acceptable response to a speaker. To try to validate these tests, the same 14 people were asked to repeat the test but this time on the ten audio segments used in training the model. Five out of 10 of the audio segments were randomly played visual responses and the other five were replays of the original audio-visual pairing. Results in Table II show that for a baseline test on ground truth data, where we know a direct correlation exists between the audio signal and the visual response, the participants provide very similar levels of scoring. This indicates that our animations are very nearly as convincing as a real listener in terms of the responses provided to audio data.
X. CONCLUSION
MIMiC can generate novel motion sequences, giving a user real-time control. We show that the Motion Model can be applied to various motion formats such as 3-D motion capture, video textures, and 2-D tracked points. It can also produce novel sequences with the same realism inherent in the original data. We have demonstrated that the Multimodal Controller can provide interactive control, using a number of interfaces including audio. We have also shown that it is possible to learn a conversational cue model using MIMiC to derive appropriate responses using audio features.
For future work, a possible improvement to the Motion Model would be to derive a method of deducing and automatically. However, given the data set, the user will still need control in regulating the level of connectivity and quality of the animation which are governed by these parameters. Although provides a tolerance on how close cut points need to be to form valid transitions, this does not eliminate the risk of falsely identifying transition points. Such a risk is more prominent in the motion capture data set with regards to mirrored poses (during the crossing of the legs), whereby transitions to a mirror pose will result in unrealistic reverse motion. Though MIMiC incorporates temporal information using a 1st order dynamics model, future work will explore the use of a 2nd order dynamics to account for such ambiguities. Also, in cases where there is extremely large variable density across the data, a means of pruning the clusters based on similarity would prove valuable. while increasing the number of k-medoids to account for high variable density, such an addition would limit the number of clusters in the high density areas while subsequently allowing the clusters in the lower density areas to increase, resulting in more evenly distributed points for transitions.
An additional improvement would be to incorporate contextual information into the conversation data set, such as topic of conversation and specific social signals like eye gaze, nodding, and laughing. However, further study is needed to derive a social dynamics model between the speaker and listener to parameterize these exchanges in social behavior.
